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1: The 10 Best Rolling Stones Albums
Jump Back: The Best of The Rolling Stones is the sixth official compilation album by The Rolling Stones. It was initially
released worldwide, except in North America, in It was initially released worldwide, except in North America, in

A Tale-of-the-Tape Look at Who Was Really the Best Using categories like innovation, durability and
diversity, we make the age-old rock debate into a best-of-five series. The debate has been raging for decades,
and it will never die. The two iconic British invaders are inextricably linked in history, influencing and
rivaling each other in near equal measure. Pioneering achievements that paved the way for others to follow.
Doors the band opened that perhaps otherwise would have remained closed. The number and quality of the
groups that are deemed by music historians and critics to have built their sonic landscape upon their
foundation. This of course is highly subjective, so for a neutral arbiter we turned to the internet music database
AllMusic. When they were both at their best, who was better? Having a sound is important but a measure of
greatness is the breadth of their catalogue and not just a single or even handful of signature characteristics.
OK, enough with the preamble and rules. Just their studio innovations alone could fill a book. They had the
crudest instruments to create their sonic masterpieces, but in the spirit of how Isaac Newton invented integral
calculus to prove the laws of gravity, The Beatles pushed their engineers and producers to pioneer double
tracking, back masking, feedback, multi-tracking audio loops, stereo, overdubbing, distortion and on and on.
They recorded the first satellite television broadcast, performed the first stadium show, made the first music
video. And this doubtlessly leaves much out. So, easy win for the Fab Four, right? You can argue that either
way, I suspect. In fact you can say the Stones list is more top-heavy. They were doing things nobody was
doing. Their chords were outrageous, just outrageous, and their harmonies made it all validâ€¦ I knew they
were pointing the direction of where music had to go. And Dylan gets the final word. Even the worst Beatles
albums are very good. Of course your mileage may vary. If John is your bag, you probably love Rubber Soul
the best. If you want groundbreaking rock permanence, fine, Sgt. Eclecticism, The White Album. Harmonic
beauty and studio sophistication, Abbey Road. It also features the best band lineupâ€”with Mick Taylor
replacing the late Brian Jones on guitarâ€”ever. Plus Charlie Watts finally figured out how to be a rock
drummer on Sticky Fingers it only took him about seven years. Two games to one. Someone had to be up two
games to one and it happens to be The Beatles. The Stones are in this! This does not sound promising. Is it so
shocking that the two best-selling vinyl LPs in overall not just back catalogue were Sgt. Pepper and Abbey
Road? No Stones album charted. Yes, the 50th anniversary reissue of Sgt. But what explains Abbey Road?
Their catalogue is worth more than the GDP of most countries. This came more than 10 years after their last
studio release, A Bigger Bang, which sold only 9, more copies in its first week of release. How can anyone get
the edge over The Rolling Stones in durability? I feel I can guarantee that people will be playing Beatles
music for as long as we survive as a species. The Stones have been recording for exactly years. Drown in your
beers, boys. All of them could write words and music, and all were endlessly searching and seeking new
experiences so their progress was sure to be immense. The Stones are no slouches here. They have a signature
sound that trademarks whatever they do. Stay tuned for the rematch.
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2: The Best Rolling Stones Covers Ever - Cover Me
Jump Back: The Best of The Rolling Stones is the sixth official compilation album by The Rolling Stones and was initially
released worldwide, except in North America, in The North American release came on 24 August

Classic Rock presents a list of every classic Rolling Stones album ranked from worst to best Shares The
Rolling Stones playing their greatest songs on stage Image: Roughneck electric Chicago blues,
booty-loosening soul syncopation, edgy urban funk and the righteous sedition of a burgeoning civil rights
movement collided with the dustbowl-born, bourbon-soaked grit and painfully raw, blue collar emotions of
country music as the Stones unified previously mutually exclusive genres against the political backdrop of a
steadily dissolving racial divide. Uncontaminated by the limiting baggage of segregational convention, the
band swept across America voraciously accumulating new sounds and new styles at every truck-stop and juke
joint that they encountered on the road. Though it has to be noted a good five years after the rest of the planet.
Charlie meanwhile was in the grip of unlikely mid-life addictions to heroin and booze. On the plus side? They
experimented with sampling and Jagger - always with his eye on the contemporary - brought in The Dust
Brothers to add some production magic. Having said that, Keith and reggae? Never the easiest of bedfellows.
But the band emerged from their mid-life crisis and mid-career divorce from departing bassist Bill Wyman in ,
refreshed and ready to go back to work. Mick and Keith had both got their extra-marital solo flirtations out of
their systems, Darryl Jones was in place to take care of the bottom end, and Voodoo Lounge captures a band
revitalized. He must have nailed a better interview. D menaces nicely but, at heart, Goats Head Soup is an
album of ballads. With pop already starting to split along generic lines, it was no longer possible for one band
to be all things to all men. Recorded hot on the heels of unremarkable time-marker Between The Buttons, it
was the inevitable product of barely-restrained experimentation both musical and chemical and the
unavoidable fallout of both. Drug busts, court cases, jail terms and general partying saw the band rarely in the
studio as a unit, and solo indulgences by those that did make it had a tendency to rob the material of its
intrinsic Stones-ness. Yet their first taste of America was not quite as sweet as they may have hoped. A
beautifully paced career-encompassing set-list finds all of the central protagonists on rare form: Sent into the
vaults to conjure up an album for the band to tour behind in , producer Chris Kimsey returns with pure gold.
Long forgotten songs, instrumentals jams and choice snippets are recalibrated with contemporary vocal
performances, but little production sheen and the end result gives the impression of a band returning to both
their roots and their very best form. Oh No Not You Again is, as unlikely as it might seem, similarly
insuppressibly excellent, and proves beyond doubt that no one does the Rolling Stones quite like the Rolling
Stones. Brian similarly enhanced Lady Jane by bringing an other-worldly, Elizabethan shimmer to
proceedings with an Appalachian dulcimer and made the humdrum misogyny of Under My Thumb
extraordinary by transposing its signature guitar riff onto African marimbas. Ironically, it could have been
even better. They could do that. Miss You owned that summer. Here were a band recently up-graded into
American arenas, but with the girlish screams of provincial Odeons still echoing in their ears and the sweaty
intimacy of the Crawdaddy Club fresh in their memory.
3: Jump Back â€“ The Best Of, â€™â€™93 | The Rolling Stones
Throughout their career, Mick Jagger (vocals) and Keith Richards (guitar, vocals) remained at the core of The Rolling
Stones. The pair initially met as children at Dartford Maypole County Primary.

4: Rolled Gold: The Very Best of the Rolling Stones - Wikipedia
The Rolling Stones' first double album, Exile on Main Street is a critical favorite and its reputation has actually grown
since its release. Frequently listed among the most defining rock and roll albums of all time, it's a shoe in for a top 3 spot
on the list of best Rolling Stones albums.
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5: The Rolling Stones - Hot Rocks - The Rolling Stones CD HRVG The Fast | eBay
Rolled Gold: The Very Best of the Rolling Stones is a compilation album by The Rolling Stones released without the
band's authorisation by its former label Decca Records in It is a double album that reached No. 7 on the UK chart and
was a strong seller over the years.

6: The 50 Best Rolling Stones Songs :: Music :: Lists :: Page 1 :: Paste
The Very Best Of The Rolling Stones is jam-packed with all the essentials that were the soundtrack to an entire
generation. No true Stones fan will want to be without this collection of classics including (I Can t Get No) Satisfaction,
Under My Thumb, Jumpin Jack Flash, Paint It, Black, Honky Tonk Women and eleven more.

7: Rolling Stones albums ranked from worst to best | Louder
The Rolling Stones are considered by many to be the world's greatest rock and roll band. These are their top 20 songs
arranged in chronological order. "Time Is On My Side" was written by songwriter Jerry Ragovoy under the pseudonym
Norman Meade. It was first recorded in by jazz trombone player.

8: The 10 Best Rolling Stones Songs of All Time
Music, Film, TV and Political News Coverage.

9: Jump Back: The Best of The Rolling Stones - Wikipedia
The Rolling Stones: A Tale-of-the-Tape Look at Who Was Really the Best By Michael Salfino May 23, Listen to The
Rolling Stones Cover Eddie Cochran in By Matthew Oshinsky December 19,
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